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Abstract

Coherent motions, which represent coherent movements
of massive individual particles, are pervasive in natural and
social scenarios. Examples include traffic flows and pa-
rades of people (cf. Figs 1a and 2a). Since coherent mo-
tions can effectively decompose scenes into meaningful se-
mantic parts and facilitate the analysis of complex crowd
scenes, they are of increasing importance in crowd-scene
understanding and activity recognition.

In this paper, we address the problem of detecting coher-
ent motions in crowd scenes, and subsequently using them
to understand input scenes. More specifically, we focus on
1) constructing an accurate coherent motion field to find co-
herent motions, 2) finding stable semantic regions based on
the detected coherent motions and using them to recognize
pre-defined activities (i.e., activities with labeled training
data) in a crowd scene, and 3) automatically mining re-
current activities in a crowd scene based on the detected
coherent motions and semantic regions.

First, constructing an accurate coherent motion field is
crucial in detecting reliable coherent motions. In Fig. 1, (b)
is the input motion field and (c) is the coherent motion field
which is constructed from (b) using the proposed approach.
In (b), the motion vectors of particles at the beginning of
the Marathon queue are far different from those at the end,
and there are many inaccurate optical flow vectors. Due to
such variations and input errors, it is difficult to achieve sat-
isfying coherent motion detection results directly from (b).
However, by transferring (b) into a coherent motion field
where the coherent motions among particles are suitably
highlighted in (c), coherent motion detection is greatly fa-
cilitated. Although many algorithms have been proposed
for coherent motion detection [1, 9, 10, 12, 3], this prob-
lem is not yet effectively addressed. We argue that a good
coherent motion field should effectively be able to 1) en-

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1. (a) Example frame of a Marathon video sequence, the
red curve is the coherent motion region; (b) Input motion vector
field of (a); (c) Coherent motion field from (b) using the proposed
approach (Best viewed in color).

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2. (a) Example time-varying coherent motions in a scene,
where different coherent motions are circled by curves with differ-
ent color; (b) Constructed semantic regions for the scene in (a); (c)
Recurrent activities for the scene in (a), where the arrows represent
the major motion flows in each recurrent activity (Best viewed in
color).

code motion correlation among particles, such that parti-
cles with high correlations can be grouped into the same
coherent region; and, 2) maintain motion information of in-
dividual particles, such that activities in crowd scenes can
be effectively parsed by the extracted coherent motion field.
Based on these intuitions, we propose a thermal-diffusion-
based approach, which can extract accurate coherent mo-
tion fields.

Second, constructing meaningful semantic regions to de-
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scribe activity patterns in a scene is also essential. Coher-
ent motions at different times may vary widely. In Fig. 2a,
changing of traffic lights will lead to different coherent mo-
tions. Coherent motions alone may not effectively describe
the overall semantic patterns in a scene either. There-
fore, semantic regions need to be extracted from these time-
varying coherent motions to achieve stable and meaning-
ful semantic patterns, as in Fig. 2b. However, most exist-
ing works only focus on the detection of coherent motions
at some specific time, while the problem of handling time-
varying coherent motions is less studied. We proposed a
two-step clustering process for this purpose.

Third, mining recurrent activities is another important
issue. Many crowd scenes are composed of recurrent activi-
ties [2, 5, 11]. For example, the scene in Fig. 2 is composed
of recurrent activities including vertical motion activities
and horizontal motion activities, as in Fig. 2c. Automati-
cally mining these recurrent activities is important in un-
derstanding scene contents and their dynamics. Although
many researches have been done for parsing recurrent ac-
tivities in low-crowd scenes [8, 4, 6, 7], this issue is not well
addressed in crowd scene scenarios where reliable motion
trajectories are unavailable. We proposed a cluster-and-
merge process, which can effectively extract recurrent ac-
tivities in crowd scenes.

Our contributions to crowd scene understanding and ac-
tivity recognition are summarized as follows.

1. We introduce a coarse-to-fine thermal diffusion pro-
cess to transfer an input motion field into a thermal
energy field (TEF), which is a more accurate coher-
ent motion field. TEF effectively encodes both motion
correlation among particles and motion trends of in-
dividual particles. To our knowledge, this is the first
work that introduces thermal diffusion to detect co-
herent motions in crowd scenes. We also introduce a
triangulation-based scheme to effectively identify co-
herent motion components from the TEF.

2. We present a two-step clustering scheme to find seman-
tic regions according to the correlations among coher-
ent motions. The found semantic regions can effec-
tively catch activity patterns in a scene. Thus good
performance can be achieved when recognizing pre-
defined crowd activities based on these semantic re-
gions.

3. We propose a cluster-and-merge process to automati-
cally mine recurrent activities by clustering and merg-
ing the coherent motions. The obtained recurrent ac-
tivities can accurately describe recurrent motion pat-
terns in a crowd scene.
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